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A strongly mismatched regime of self-guided nonlinear laser-plasma acceleration in the bubble
regime is modeled for optimization of Laser to Particle energy efficiency with application to recently
proposed laser positron accelerator. The strong mismatch, in contrast with the matched condition,
arises from the incident laser spot-size being much larger than that needed for equilibration of
the laser ponderomotive and electron-ion charge-separation force in the plasma bubble. This is
shown to be favorable for optimization of large self-injected electron charge and ultra-low transverse
emittance. The prominent signatures of the mismatched regime, strong optical-shock excitation
and bubble elongation, are validated using multi-dimensional Particle-In-Cell simulations. This
work thus uncovers a generalized regime that is shown to have been favored by many laser-plasma
acceleration experiments and opens a novel pathway for a wide-range of future applications.

I. INTRODUCTION

Laser-plasma accelerators (LPA) [1] using self-guided
laser-driven non-linear electron density waves in the
“bubble” regime [2] that enabled the ground-breaking
centimeter-scale acceleration [3, 4] of electron “beams”
have now inspired a worldwide effort on LPAs. These
efforts on self-guided LPA [5–8] have continued to show
enhancement in the electron beam properties.

The theoretical model of these bubble LPAs is based on
a “matched” regime [2]. Theoretically, maximum energy
gain is considered to be only possible if the incident laser
radial spot-size is matched to the “bubble” size that equi-
librates the electron-ion charge-separation and the laser
ponderomotive force. This initially matched laser spot-
size condition is held to be exclusively optimal for prop-
erties of the acceleration structure and electron beam [9].

However, a wide-range of well-known groundbreaking
experimental results [3–8] that have established these
LPAs have favored a strongly mismatched regime. In
the strongly mismatched regime, modeled here for the
first-time, the laser focal spot-size is significantly larger
than the matched condition.

This work seeks to optimize the Laser to Energetic
particle (≥ 1.02MeV) conversion efficiency to enable ap-
plications such as the feeder-stage of recently proposed
laser positron accelerator [10] as opposed to the energy
spread of the particle beam. Past experimental work has
often used this regime because it has also been found to
be more effective for peak energy gain in comparison with
the matched regime. Despite the higher electron beam
energy and other qualities which experimentally estab-
lish the profound importance of the mismatched regime,
no earlier work has investigated its underlying physical
mechanisms.

Physical processes underlying the mismatched regime
are here shown to significantly differ from the matched
regime. Two prominent signature processes of this
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regime - strong optical-shock excitation and bubble elon-
gation are elucidated here. The process of laser slicing
uncovered here is significantly different from the well-
known effect of laser etching in plasma. Thus, while this
work reveals novel laser-plasma dynamics of mismatch it
also opens up an alternative to the matched regime.

Apart from merely the tendency of experiments to fa-
vor the mismatched regime, several important factors
motivate its study. Firstly, a larger vacuum focal spot-
size at a given laser power is known to produce higher
“mode-quality” in the far-field (low beam-propagation
factor orM2-number or TEM00-times diffraction-limited
number). This is because a larger spot is less affected by
various aberrations [11]. High mode-quality is not equiv-
alent to the maximization of intensity percentage within
the focal-spot, as characterized by the Strehl ratio [12].
This is because of the well-defined “no-TEM00 gaussian”
problem [11]. Secondly, self-injection mechanisms which
rely on symmetry breaking processes, promise beams
with distinctive phase-space properties and higher net
charge due to the inherent mismatch [13–18].

Ideal laser focal-spot mode characteristics are assumed
in the bubble regime theory of self-guided LPAs [2]. A
laser with predominantly TEM00-mode is self-guided in a
homogeneous plasma with electron density, n0 over mul-
tiple Rayleigh lengths, ZR ≡ πw2

0/λ0 = πW 2
0 /(M2λ0)

(λ0 is the central wavelength of the laser and w0 is the
spot-size of TEM00 mode and W0 is the measured spot-
size) if it drives electron cavitation [14, 15]. To self-
guide the TEM00-mode, the laser power P has to ex-
ceed a critical power Pc = 17.4× 109 (ω0/ωpe)

2 W (ω0 is

laser frequency and ωpe =
√

4πn0e2/me is the plasma
frequency). When P ≥ Pc, the plasma refractive in-
dex profile is shaped by relativistic-quiver [14, 15] and
ponderomotive-channeling [16] which counter the diffrac-
tion of the focused laser.

Focused laser modal composition characteristics are
constrained as the bubble plasma wave excitation de-
mands the peak normalized laser vector potential,
a0 � 1 [2] (where a0 = max[eA/mec2] = 8.55 ×
10−10λ0[µm]

√
I0[W/cm2] , A is the laser vector poten-
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tial, I0 is the peak intensity and λ0 the wavelength) which
typically also satisfies P ≥ Pc. Importantly, the bubble
spatial profile is dictated by the laser focal mode charac-
teristics which under the required tight focussing suffer
from optics induced aberrations and distortions [11].

In the bubble regime, the electron-ion charge separa-
tion equilibrates with the laser ponderomotive force at
the matched spot-size [9],

w0−m = 2
√
a0

c

ωpe
= Rbubble (1)

and thus the matched initial conditions enforce a vacuum
laser spot-size with w0−m = Rbubble.

The electron energy gain in this matched regime based
upon 3D PIC simulations scales as [9]:

∆E [mec
2] ' 2

3
a0

(
nc
n0

)
(2)

In eq.2, a0 is the vacuum vector potential that is incident
on the plasma. The value of a0 in plasma is known to sig-
nificantly vary over the acceleration length due to several
laser-plasma interactions effects. These include localized
variation of the wavelength profile, group velocity pro-
file and pump depletion of the laser pulse in addition to
radial self-focussing. Thus, this equation best models a
scenario where a0 is stable over the acceleration length,
as is argued to be the case for matched spot-size.

However, contrary to the matched regime theory ex-
emplary experimental evidence [3–8] has shown optimal-
ity of mismatched regime. In these experiments, density
scans with a fixed laser spot-size have shown that the
beam energy gain and other properties optimize where
incident spot-size (W0) is much larger than the matched
spot-size (w0−m). A mismatch factor, Γ is defined as:

Γ = W0/w0−m � 1. (3)

A large mismatch inflates the difference between eq.2 and
experiments (sec.III). Thus the analysis here is based on
GeV-scale energy gain data [19, 20] that have shown max-
imum beam energy gain in a mismatched regime.

The first bubble wave [2] based self-guided exper-
iments used the mismatched regime to demonstrate
laser-plasma acceleration of quasi-mono-energetic elec-
tron beams [3, 4]. In [3], the incident laser intensity was
2.5 × 1018Wcm−2 (a0=1.1) at n0 = 2 × 1019cm−3, the
matched spot-size is w0−m ' 3µm whereas the launched
spot-size was W0 ' 12µm (FWHM ' 20µm), a mis-
match of Γ ' 4. The predicted energy from eq.2 is
40 MeV but experiments obtained a spectral peak at 70
MeV. Similarly in [4], the intensity was 3.2×1018Wcm−2

(a0=1.3) at n0 = 6 × 1018cm−3, the matched spot-
size is w0−m ' 5µm whereas the launched spot-size of
W0 = 12.5µm (FWHM ' 21µm), a mismatch of Γ ' 2.5.
The expected beam energy is 155 MeV but the spectral
peak was at 175 MeV.

Moreover, the mismatched regime attains higher rele-
vance as it has continued to be applicable to many other

ground-breaking experiments that have driven LPAs for-
ward. Some prominent examples are, Austin-2 GeV data
[5]: W0 = 275µm, a0 = 0.6, n0 = 5 × 1017 cm−3,
w0−m ' 12µm, Γ = 22; Nebraska-0.3 GeV data [6]:
W0 = 17µm, a0 = 2.2, n0 = 2.5 × 1018 cm−3, w0−m '
10µm, Γ ∼ 2; Gwangju-2 GeV data [7]: W0 = 25.5µm,
a0 = 5, n0 = 1.4 × 1018 cm−3, w0−m ' 20µm, Γ ∼ 1.3
and Strathclyde-125MeV data [8]: W0 = 20µm, a0 = 1.5,
n0 = 1× 1019 cm−3, w0−m ' 5µm, Γ = 4.

Further experimental evidence in favor of a larger than
matched-size focal spot also comes from observation of
the reduction of experimental artifacts which affect the
plasma-wave quality. A non-uniform laser focal-spot (a
largeM2-number) is known to affect the transverse char-
acteristics of the plasma wave [21] and leads to non-
optimal acceleration and focusing field profiles in the
plasma. This quality degradation is in addition to a
faster laser energy loss due to the tendency of higher-
order modes in a focused laser spot to diffract faster.
The plasma wave quality has been indirectly inferred us-
ing laser focal profile, such as the presence of multiple
hot-spots, at the plasma entrance [5] and exit [20].

In this work, the essential dynamics due to the mis-
match is analytically modeled in section II with a non-
linear envelope equation of a self-guided laser in a bubble
plasma wave derived below. This equation shows that the
oscillations of the spot-size increasingly become asym-
metric in response to an increasing degree of mismatch,
with shorter (and tighter) “squeeze” phases and longer
“relaxation” phases of the laser spot-size. This behavior
is similar in characteristics to a “cnoidal” wave, whose
form is given by the Jacobi elliptic function, “cn” [22]
(also solution of Korteweg-de-Vries equation [23]). Such
behavior is not modeled in earlier analyses of the evolu-
tion of a self-guided laser envelope [13–17].

The peak intensities reached in the squeeze phase are
many times higher than that in the matched regime with
the same laser energy. In section III a heuristically de-
rived adjusted-a0 model shows that the highest electron
energies in the strongly mismatched regime exceed the
predictions of eq.2. Further, the rate of change of in-
tensity in the shortened squeeze phase is unprecedented.
Consequently, the laser-plasma interaction processes in
the rapid spot-size squeeze events dictate the physical
mechanisms that underlie this regime.

By an analysis of the physical mechanism that under-
lie this regime using multi-dimensional PIC simulations
in section IV it is here shown that the laser spot-size
mismatch leads to processes yet unexplored.

The general applicability of the strongly mismatched
regime is here proved using 3D and 2.5D Particle-In-Cell
(PIC) simulations. The validation of methodology of com-
putational modeling is proved using the equivalence of 3D
PIC simulations with boosted vacuum-2 × a0 2.5D PIC
simulations for experimental data in [3].

Using 3D and 2.5D PIC simulations in section IV A the
two signature processes of the mismatched regime are val-
idated. A rapid rise in the intensity in the squeeze phase
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is shown in section IV B to lead to rising ponderomotive
force which drives a sharply rising density perturbation
ahead of the peak of the laser. The interplay of density
build-up and relativistic reduction of plasma frequency in
the region of increasing intensity modifies a part of the
laser which overlaps with the electron density build-up,
in the front of the bubble. A rapid shift in the group
velocity of a part of the laser pulse leads to the slicing of
the laser longitudinal envelope. This slicing sets the pulse
into a state of a strong “optical shock” [24] as shown in
section IV B. Secondly, the slicing breaks the oscillatory
envelope mode due to the coupling of the transverse to
longitudinal envelope dynamics.

This pulse slicing effect significantly differs from the
slow pulse etching [25] which sharpens the laser front.
The process of etching in the matched regime is due to
the red-shift of the pulse front. Slicing on the other hand
essentially detaches the head of the pulse from the rest
of its body and excites a strong optical shock.

The effect of a strong optical shock on acceleration
mechanism is shown to be optimal only over a narrow
range of densities (Fig.5 in sec.IV). At the lower end of
this range, the radial squeeze is slow and a weak opti-
cal shock is reached close to the laser energy depletion
length. At the higher end, the radial squeeze is too short
to allow significant interaction between the injected beam
and the short-lived peak field. The envelope oscillation
wavelength is also short and results in closely spaced suc-
cessive laser slicing events. Both these effects inhibit ac-
celeration to the highest energies at higher densities.

In response to the sliced pulse which forms a strong
optical shock, the bubble rapidly elongates and drives
a novel self-injection mechanism. The properties of the
beam injected during this elongation are modeled using
PIC-based analysis in section IV C.

II. NONLINEAR ENVELOPE EQUATION -
ASYMMETRIC EVOLUTION IN BUBBLE

An analytical model of the evolution of the laser en-
velope size under laser-excited electron response using
individual ray equations of geometric optics in a homo-
geneous plasma was first modeled in [14]. An envelope
equation of the variation of radial envelope size Rs(z)
with z = ct, was derived in this work (size was defined as
the root-mean-square of the radial location of individual
rays). It was shown to be of the form of the evolution
equation of a coasting particle beam [17].

This equation which assumes radial symmetry was
then simplified using the source dependent expansion
with Laguerre-Gaussian eigen-functions, under the as-
sumption, am=0 � am>0 (where m is the mode num-
ber and represents the order of the Laguerre polynomial
and m = 0 corresponds to TEM00-mode). The equa-
tion thus obtained was then further simplified to de-
termine the self-focusing critical power for TEM00-mode
under the asymptotic approximation of a large value of

Rs(z)/(aincRinc), where Rinc is the incident root-mean-
square envelope size and ainc is the peak incident nor-
malized vector potential.

In [15], a quasi-static approximation of a driven wave
equation in vector potential was used to show that the
critical laser power corresponds to the condition of com-
plete expulsion of all electrons from within the laser vol-
ume, referred to as electron cavitation.

Envelope behavior in self-guided regime is modeled us-
ing eq.4. In this equation, vacuum diffraction is balanced
by laser driven refractive index profile [15]. However, this
predicts that the envelope undergoes a catastrophic ra-
dial collapse for P > Pc and was thus not useful above
the threshold.

aincRinc

Rs(z)
→ 0

d2Rs(z)

dz2
=

R2
inc

a2
incZ

2
R

[
1

Rs(z)

(
aincRinc

Rs(z)

)2(
1− P

Pc

)]
(4)

The above result was obtained using an insightful effec-
tive potential approach that modeled the behavior of the
envelope by using a simplified “single particle” model.
The location of the particle is set to Rs and the right-
hand-side of the envelope equation eq.4 is written as a
normalized effective potential V(Rs, P/Pc), to model the
oscillations of this “particle” as in eq.5 [14][16].

d2Rs(z)

dz2
= − R2

inc

a2
incZ

2
R

(
∂Veff

∂Rs

)
Veff(Rs, P/Pc) =

1

2

(
aincRinc

Rs

)2 [
1− P

Pc

] (5)

A different equation was derived in the opposite
asymptotic limit of P/Pc > 1 and small value of
Rs(z)/(aincRinc) of the form in eq.6. In this limit, the
laser envelope begins to diffract when the spot-size sat-
isfies the condition that Rs < aincRinc/(16 P/Pc)

1/3 the
rate of change of envelope becomes too high for the rel-
ativistic effects to continually focus it down. Under this
condition the envelope either oscillates or diffracts away
depending upon its initial rate of change. However, eq.6
is not applicable to the bubble regime.

Rs(z)

aincRinc
→ 0

d2Rs(z)

dz2
=

R2
inc

a2
incZ

2
R

(
1

Rs(z)

(
aincRinc

Rs

)2

· · ·[
1− 16

P

Pc

(
Rs

aincRinc

)3
]) (6)

The effective potential on a particle approach assumes
that the laser spot-size is equal to the bubble radius,
Rs ' RB . PIC simulations validate this assumption
nearly over the entire length of the evolution of the laser
to within a small factor of the order of unity. The sheath
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that surrounds the bubble cavity is effectively the par-
ticle in this nonlinear “single particle” model. In the
bubble regime, the condition that P � Pc and a0 � 1,
is generally satisfied and therefore the effective potential
is not dominated by the interplay between the relativistic
focusing and vacuum diffraction. In consideration of this
catastrophic collapse predicted for P > Pc in eq.5, these
terms are retained only when P ≤ Pc.

In the nonlinear bubble regime, the effective poten-
tial is dictated by interplay between the ponderomotive
potential and the ion electrostatic potential. Thus, for
P ≥ Pc, the effective potential is the sum of the pon-
deromotive potential of the laser pulse in eq.7,

φp(P,Rs) = Φp(P,Rs)/(mec
2)

= γ⊥(P,Rs)− 1 =
√

1 + a2(P,Rs) − 1
(7)

where a is the normalized vector potential and the ion
cavity potential in eq.8 on the “particle” which represents
the electron sheath that surrounds the laser pulse,

φcav(Rs) = Φcav(Rs)/(mec
2) = k2

peR
2
s/4 (8)

where, kpe = ωpec
−1). Thus the total effective potential

is as in eq.9 and the corresponding non-linear envelope
equation in eq.10. Here, H is the Heaviside step function.

Veff

(
Rs,

P

Pc

)
=

1

2

(
aincRinc

Rs

)2 [
1− P

Pc

]
H(Pc − P ) · · ·

+ (φp(P,Rs) + φcav(Rs)) H(P − Pc)

=
1

2

(
aincRinc

Rs

)2 [
1− P

Pc

]
H(Pc − P ) · · ·

+

(√
1 + a2(P,Rs) − 1 +

k2
peR

2
s

4

)
H(P − Pc)

(9)

d2Rs(z)

dz2
=

R2
inc

a2
incZ

2
R

× · · ·{
1

Rs

(
aincRinc

Rs

)2 [
1− P

Pc

]
H(Pc − P ) + · · ·

1

2

[
a2(P,Rs)√

1 + a2(P,Rs) (Rs/4)
− k2

peRs

]
H(P − Pc)

}
(10)

Note that the radial mode of the laser spot over its
evolution is assumed to remain TEM00 and thus,

a2(r, z) =
a2
incR

2
inc

R2
s(z)

e−2r2/Rs(z)2

∂a2(r, z)

∂r

∣∣∣
r=Rs

= − 1

Rs/4
a2(r = Rs, z)

(11)

From eq.10, the matched spot-size, Rminc is inferred to
be a critical point. It is the critical incident spot-size

where the ponderomotive force that pushes the envelope
out equals to the electrostatic ionic potential that pulls
it in and is found to be the same as the bubble radius
matching condition in eq.1 (under the approximation,

a(r = Rs) ' ainc and
√

1 + a2
inc ' ainc).

Rminc = w0 'W0 = 2
√
ainc k−1

pe ≡ Rbubble (12)

There is an initial radial “velocity” of the envelope
for any value of Rinc 6= Rminc. For Rinc > Rminc, the ion
electrostatic force is dominant and the envelope initially
develops a negative radial velocity. Whereas in the oppo-
site limit, Rinc < Rminc the ponderomotive force dominates
and the envelope gains a positive initial radial velocity.
Here the negative initial velocity condition is primarily
studied due its established experimental optimality.

Note that the local changes in group velocity and wave-
length within the laser envelope due to local electron den-
sity variations within the frame of the laser pulse are not
accounted for in this model. Similarly, laser energy de-
pletion is not accounted. Using PIC simulations of the
strongly mismatched regime, these effects are shown to
become quite important to the envelope behavior.

FIG. 1. Effect of the mismatch on laser envelope oscillations
using eq.10 to compare Rinc = 16.4µm and Rinc = 37.4µm
at n0 = 2 × 1018cm−3. (a) envelope spot-size Rs(z) with
longitudinal distance, (b) corresponding a0 evolution. The
dashed horizontal lines show the matched spot-size, Rm

inc at
the corresponding incident ainc.

Numerical solutions of eq.10 are presented in Fig.1 for
laser energy of EL = 10J and intensity full-width-at-half-
of-maximum (FWHM) pulse length τp = 49fs at electron
density, n0 = 2 × 1018cm−3. The plasma is initialized
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with a 500µm rising plasma density ramp from vacuum
to n0 to model experimental conditions and for consis-
tency with PIC simulations. Two different incident spot-
sizes, Rinc = w0 = 16.4µm and 37.4µm (with experimen-
tally relevant intensity FWHM spot-sizes of 19.25µm and
44µm respectively [19][20]) and corresponding a0 ∼ 4.6
and 2.0 are respectively compared. In Fig.2, the initial
focal spot-size is fixed at Rinc = w0 = 37.4µm and three
different densities are compared.

In Fig.1(a) spot-size evolution is compared for Rinc =
16.4µm, matched at n0 = 2 × 1018cm−3 for EL = 10J
(shown as dashed line) and strongly mismatched (by a
factor of 4) Rinc =37.4µm. It is evident that with a high
degree of mismatch at Rinc =37.4µm, the envelope os-
cillations become asymmetric whereas they have a small
amplitude sinusoidal evolution at Rinc = 16.4µm. It is
also seen that in the strongly mismatched regime a0 in
Fig.1(b) sharply rises to many times its incident value in
the asymmetric radial squeeze phase. This is a critical
result, as it implies rapid variation in the laser-driven
plasma wave properties. Note that, Rinc =37.4µm is
matched at n0 = 1.5× 1017cm−3.

FIG. 2. Laser envelope evolution using eq.10 to compare dif-
ferent densities in (a) and envelope evolution from PIC simu-
lations (described in section IV) in (b). This shows the effect
of the variation of the degree of mismatch due to the varia-
tion of plasma density for Rinc = 37.4µm and the other laser
parameters the same.

The variation of envelope oscillations over n0 =
0.9, 2, 5 × 1018cm−3 for a fixed incident spot-size is in
Fig.2(a). The oscillation wavelength and the minima of
the spot-size in the squeeze phase of the oscillation be-
comes smaller at higher densities (higher degree of mis-
match) while the asymmetry in the oscillations increases.

The nonlinear envelope equation also compares well
with the PIC simulations, as shown in Fig.2(b). The
details of PIC simulations are in section IV. From simu-
lations at n0 = 2×1018cm−3 with an incident spot-size of
w0 = 37.4µm, the first radial squeeze minima is at around
3mm, as shown in the numerical solutions of eq.10. The
model also correctly predicts the trend of wavelength of
envelope evolution and its minima over a range of den-
sities. However, the envelope behavior changes after the
first radial squeeze as seen from the PIC simulation re-
sults. Note the PIC snapshots are spaced by 250 fs.

Similar asymmetric envelope oscillation behavior has
been reported earlier in [26] for sub-critical laser power
(P < Pc) in a channel-guided mismatched regime, where
the incident spot-size is not matched to the matched
spot-size for channel-guiding.

It is important to point out that as the radial envelope
squeeze phases become shortened and the change in laser
envelope radius and a0 becomes more rapid, in simula-
tions it is important to more carefully resolve the radial
dimension. In comparison, the matched-regime simula-
tions set a weaker constraint on the resolution of the
radial dimensions. In Fig.1(b) at n0 = 2× 1018cm−3 the
value of a0 varies around its peak over distances which
are of the order of 100 − 200µm. Similarly, in Fig.2(b),
the change in radial size is over a few plasma wavelengths.

In consideration of this important change in the radial
envelope dynamics fully resolved 2.5D PIC simulations
are thus used instead of transversely under-resolved 3D
simulations. Comparison against a well-resolved 3D PIC
simulation is used to validate the methodology used in
the 2.5D PIC simulations.

This also opens up the case for an “optical plasma
lens”. If the plasma-based focal spot squeezing process
is experimentally confirmed to result in a higher focal-
spot quality with lesser aberrations compared to vacuum
optics, such a lens is quite attractive. From PIC simula-
tions it is observed that the energy loss of the laser over
the first squeeze phase is relatively small. This allows the
possibility of a mode quality and energy trade-off. This
is quite similar but operates based on different physical
mechanisms compared to a “beam plasma lens” [27].

III. ADJUSTED-a0 MODEL

An “adjusted-a0 model” is here introduced to account
for the mis-match within eq.2 and provides a good agree-
ment with experimental observations. This model as-
sumes that the entire laser pulse energy launched at the
entrance of the plasma is coupled into the plasma and is
then squeezed down to the matched spot-size correspond-
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ing to the launched a0. This will therefore increase the
a0 by the factor Γ = W0/w0(matched) upon the culmi-
nation of the squeezing process for a radially symmetric
focal spot. Using these heuristic arguments, energy gain
in the adjusted-a0 model is in eq.13. F is the optical F-
number of the focal spot, F = πw0

2λ0
. It is related to the

focusing optics F-number (F = f/D, f is the focal length
and D is the aperture of the focusing parabola).

∆Eadj.[mec
2] =

2π

3

√
a0−inc

W0

λ0

√
nc
n0

' 2.5
√
a0−inc

√
nc
n0

F

circ. : a0(adj.) = a0−inc Γ = a0−inc
W0

w0−m

ellip. : a0(adj.) = a0−inc

√(
W0−1

w0−m

)(
W0−2

w0−m

)
(13)

Using eq.13 the results of many ground-breaking ex-
periments are much better explained where significantly
higher energies were obtained in comparison with the pre-
dictions of the matched regime model eq.2. For the ex-
periment in [3] eq.13 predicts peak energy gain of 155
MeV whereas the observed spectral peak was at 70 MeV.
From 3D PIC simulations, energies as high as 200MeV
are obtained (see Supplementary Material). Similarly,
for the experiments in [4] eq.13 predicts a peak energy of
324 MeV whereas the observed spectral peak was at 175
MeV. Note that the lower than theoretically predicted
accelerated beam energies are expected in experiments
due to experimental factors such as inferior mode qual-
ity, M2 � 1, of the laser focal spot.

This work focusses on GeV-scale acceleration results
due to their relevance to current experimental frontiers of
the field of LPAs. Experimental data from [19] (' 2GeV
beam) and [20] (' 1GeV beam) are used to further detail
the mismatched regime.

TABLE I. Laser, Plasma and e− beam parameters in [19]

EL, FWHM-τp ' 10 J, 49 fs

PL ' 200 TW

W0−y (y-axis) 37.4 µm

W0−z (z-axis) 44.2 µm

incident a0 (ainc) ' 1.9

∆Epeak 2.2 GeV

n0 (peak energy) 2− 3× 1018 cm−3

Pc 18.3− 12.2 TW

The predicted accelerated beam energies from eq.13
in comparison with eq.2 for laser and plasma parame-
ters of the experiments in [19] (in Table.I) are shown
in Fig.3. The peak energies predicted by eq.2 for n0 =
1.5−3×1018 cm−3 are ≤ 1GeV, whereas the experiments
obtained energy > 2GeV. Thus, at lower densities and

higher intensities the disagreement between the predic-
tions of the 3D simulation based matched regime model
of [9] and the experiments grows.

FIG. 3. Comparison of electron beam energies predicted by
eq.2 [9] to the energies from the adjusted-a0 model for laser
energies EL=5, 10 & 15 J (corresponding to parameters in
Table.I).

This significant disagreement between the electron en-
ergies predicted by eq.2 and the experimentally obtained
energies, is because the laser-plasma acceleration process
in [19] corresponds to a “strongly mismatched regime”.
This is evident from eq.1, the matched w0 for this inter-
action at the incident a0 is 10.3µm and for incident laser
energy is 16.4µm at n0 = 2 × 1018 cm−3. In contrast,
the launched elliptical laser spot-size has its minor-axis
waist-size of 37.4 µm (a factor of 4 mismatch).

It is important to note that in [19], the matched spot-
size is 16.4µm for laser energy of 10J. Additionally, the
experiments reported at this matched spot-size in [20]
with 10J laser energy only reported 100MeV energy gain
at n0 < 5× 1018cm−3.

The adjusted-a0 model in eq.13 is used to calculate the
expected electron energies for parameters of the experi-
ments in [19] (in Table.I). In these experiments a linearly
polarized laser with a0 ' 1.9 and spot-size W0 = 37.4µm
is incident on a plasma with density n0 = 2× 1018cm−3.
The electron beam energy expected from eq.2 is < 1 GeV
whereas from experiments energy gain ∆E = 2.2 GeV.
Using the adjusted-a0 model eq.13 the predicted energy
gain is ∆E [a0(adj) = 7.4] = 2.2 GeV.

For the parameters in Table.I, the value of aver-
age accelerating plasma field from [9] is 〈Eacc〉(a0 =
1.9) = 0.5

√
a0 mecωpee−1 = 93.7 GVm−1 but with

the adjusted-a0 model it is 〈Eacc(a0[adj.] = 7.4)〉 =
185 GVm−1. Note that, at 2 × 1018cm−3, the wave-
breaking field is Ewb ≡ mecωpee−1 = 136 GVm−1. The
adjusted-a0 model accurately predicts even in this case,
because in the concerned experiments the peak beam en-
ergy of 2.2 GeV is gained over a total of 13mm (length
up to the injection point in not accounted). This gives
an average acceleration gradient of ' 170 GVm−1. It
is found that that the peak plasma fields in this regime
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are of the order of a0(adj.)×mecωpee−1 = 1006 GVm−1.
Peak fields of 800 GVm−1 are observed in simulations
(see Fig.4(b)) where data is only available in increments
of 250 fs.

Not surprisingly, an agreement with the energy-gain
predictions of the adjusted-a0 model is also obtained
for experiments reported in [20]. At 5.5 × 1018 cm−3

with a0 = 3.9, the matched w0 is 8.95µm whereas the
launched w0 = 19µm. The energy expected from the
matched regime formula in eq.2 is 510 MeV. The ad-
justed a0-model predicts a beam energy of 957 MeV with
a0(adj.) = 8.3, whereas a spectral peak was experimen-
tally observed at ' 800 MeV.

In the sections that follow PIC simulations are used to
show that the heuristic arguments that lead to this good
agreement have their basis in the atypical laser envelope
evolution. The laser energy in the incident spot is shown
in simulations to squeeze down to the matched spot-size
over a wide range of densities as discussed in section.II.
The laser waist is shown to subsequently remain close to
the matched spot-size.

But, not all the processes that play a role in elec-
tron acceleration to high energies are fully explained
with the adjusted-a0 model. The important observa-
tions of optimal densities range n0 = 1.5−3×1018 cm−3

for the experiments in [19] and a similar optimal range
n0 = 5 − 7 × 1018 cm−3 in [20] raises many questions.
It is clear from above that the adjusted-a0 model is not
applicable over a broad range of densities.

IV. MULTI-DIMENSIONAL PIC SIMULATIONS

In this section 3D and 2.5D PIC simulation (two spatial
and three velocity dimensions) results with parameters
from accessible experimental data are presented using the
epoch code [28].

An analysis of the simulations reveals the processes
that underlie the acceleration mechanism in the strongly
mismatched regime and shows the complex laser-plasma
interaction dynamics. It also shows that these mecha-
nisms significantly differ from the matched regime.

The general applicability of the strongly mismatched
regime model is established by proof of the equivalence
of physical mechanisms in two different experiments that
use the strongly mismatched regime [3] and [19] with en-
tirely different laser and plasma parameters. The exper-
iments in [3] are modeled with 3D and 2.5D PIC simula-
tions whereas in [19] only with 2.5D simulations.

The validity of the methodology of using 2× a0 in 2.5D
simulations for equivalence to 3D PIC simulations and
thus to the experiments is proved by the comparison of
these simulation for [3]. From the movies in Supplemen-
tary Materials that compare the evolution of electron
density, laser field and plasma field an excellent agree-
ment is found between 2 × a0-2.5D and 3D PIC simula-
tions. A good agreement is also found in the evolution
of the beam energy spectra for 2.5D and 3D simulations

(movies provided). Further validation of the equivalence
of the 2.5D and 3D PIC simulations is established by
a good agreement between the evolution of the bubble
size and the laser pulse length also in the Supplementary
Materials. In 2 × a0-2.5D PIC simulation the initially
boosted vacuum-a0 primarily accounts for the squeeze-
phase peak plasma-a0 expected from the non-linear en-
velope equation.

The two signature processes of the strongly mis-
matched regime - strong optical shock and bubble elon-
gation, are clearly evident in 3D and 2.5D simulations
of the experiments in [3] and [19]. These are shown to
agree with the location of the squeeze phases predicted
form the non-linear envelope equation in eq.10 (for [3]
shown in Supplementary Material). The correspondence
of the slicing of the laser pulse that drives the optical
shock in 3D and 2.5D PIC simulations in [3] is shown us-
ing Wigner-Ville transform snapshots in Supplementary
Materials. The elongation of bubble is also evident in
both these simulations from the movies.

The simulations are setup in a moving simulation box
which tracks the laser pulse at its unperturbed group
velocity, is used. A linearly polarized laser with a Gaus-
sian envelope is initialized such that it entirely enters the
box, before the box starts moving. Absorbing bound-
ary conditions are used for both the fields and particles.
The laser pulse is incident from the left boundary (using
a laser boundary condition) and propagates in 50µm of
free-space before it focusses onto the plasma with a spot-
size equal to the minor axis of the elliptical focal spot
before the box starts to move.

In 2.5D simulations a cartesian grid is used with 25
cells per laser wavelength (λ0) in the longitudinal direc-
tion and 15 cells per laser wavelength in the transverse.
In 3D simulations the longitudinal direction is resolved
with 22.5 cells per laser wavelength and the two trans-
verse direction with 7.5 cells per laser wavelength. The
2.5D simulations are initialized with 4 particles per cell
and 3D with 1 particle per cell.

A gas-jet is simulated with a linear density gradient of
50µm before the homogeneous plasma whereas the gas-
cell has a 500µm linear density gradient to mimic the
measured electron density profile.

A. Dynamics of Laser-Plasma Interaction

The laser energy evolution does not exhibit any cor-
relation with the electron beam energy or possess any
specific signature of the laser-plasma interaction process
in the mismatched regime. Interestingly, the energy loss
over the first “squeeze”-phase is relatively small which al-
lows this regime to be useful as an efficient optical plasma
lens and the adjusted-a0 model to be valid.

An analysis of the evolution of the laser-plasma di-
mensions and fields as shown in Fig.4 is much more in-
structive. Fig.4(a) shows the evolution of dimensions and
Fig.4(b) the evolution of fields for n0 = 2 × 1018cm−3.
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FIG. 4. Results from 2.5D PIC simulation at n0 = 2 ×
1018cm−3 (a) the evolution of the bubble radial (blue), length
(black) and laser pulse length from E-field (red) (b) evolution
of peak laser field (red) and plasma longitudinal field (blue)
with propagation distance using parameters in table I.

Enumerated below are several laser-plasma effects of in-
terest that are inferred by the study of this evolution.

(i) The laser pulse intensity-FWHM waist size (in blue
in 4(a)) launched at 44µm is squeezed down to a
minimum spot-size of ' 10µm in 10 ps ('3mm) in
good agreement with eq.10 and Fig.1. This process
of the initial focal spot nearly squeezing down to the
incident-intensity matched spot-size occurs over a
wide range of densities.

(ii) The laser pulse radial envelope oscillates due to the
strong initial mismatch. However, the spot-size re-
mains close to the matched spot-size which corre-
sponds to the squeezing down of the laser energy
to around 15µm. The maximum radial excursions
are less than half the launched spot-size. More
importantly these are all precursors to the succes-
sive triggering of a state of “strong optical shock”,
which inhibits free radial expansion predicted by
the nonlinear envelope equation, eq.10. This radial
confinement explains the agreement of the exper-
iments in the strongly mismatched regime to the
adjusted-a0 model, which is based upon the laser
energy squeezing to the matched spot-size.

(iii) The laser pulse longitudinal or temporal envelope
undergoes events of “catastrophic collapses”. This

is inferred from the evolution of field-FWHM time
duration of the laser pulse (in red) over time. There
are about 4 such events in 4(a) around 4.2mm,
6.3mm, 8.7mm and 12mm. A rapid collapse of
the laser time-FWHM indicates the triggering of
a strong “optical shock” due to slicing of the laser.
This leads to a sharp laser-front edge.

(iv) This laser slicing effect is observed to correspond
with a rapid increase in the bubble length. The
length of the bubble is initially equal to its radius.
But, as the laser radial envelope squeezes the bub-
ble length rapidly increases while its radius remains
almost constant, as seen from the comparison of
the blue and the black curve (in 4(a)). This is due
to the optical shock driven rapid elongation of the
bubble.

(v) The triggering of optical shock state and the exci-
tation of a rapidly bubble elongation directly corre-
sponds to the injection of electrons in the back of
the lengthened yet radially stable bubble.

The laser-plasma interactions effects that underlie the
acceleration mechanism are also reflected in the evolu-
tion of the laser and plasma fields in Fig.4(b). It is ob-
served that the peak plasma field occurs when the laser
pulse temporal field-FWHM starts to undergo a sud-
den collapse. The triggering of a strong optical shock
drives a rapid bubble elongation with peak plasma field
of ' −800 GV/m at around 6.3mm. The highest energy
bunches are injected as the bubble rapidly elongates in
response to the rapid increase in longitudinal pondero-
motive force from the steep rise in the intensity at the
head of the optical shock.

Eequiv(x, r) ∝ I(x, r)λ2
0(x, r)

Spherical bubble :∇‖Eequiv(x, r) ' ∇rEequiv(x, r)
Elongated bubble :∇‖Eequiv(x, r)� ∇rEequiv(x, r)

(14)

This is a novel injection mechanism due to the imbal-
ance between the longitudinal and radial ponderomotive
force, a condition represented in eq.14, where Eequiv(x, r)
is the energy of quiver motion in the laser field. The pon-
deromotively driven electrons have different longitudinal
and radial oscillation periods. The injection occurs due
to the lower radial momentum of the electrons pushed
by the low-intensity sliced part of the pulse ahead of the
shock. In particular, as these electron return to the bub-
ble axis much ahead of the electrons driven by the optical
shock they experience the shock-driven bubble fields.

At 6.3mm (around 24ps) as seen in Fig.4(b) and Fig.6,
the optical shock is excited by slicing the laser close to the
peak laser field and the laser energy is still high enough in
its evolution to cause the strongest dis-balance between
the radial and longitudinal forces (ponderomotive force
evolution is in the Supplementary material).

A clear insight is also developed into the reasons be-
hind an optimal density range in the mismatched regime
for the highest energy gain using Fig.5. In Fig.5(a), the
laser wavelength at the maximum laser field is shown
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FIG. 5. Results from 2.5D PIC simulation that compare dif-
ferent densities (a) the evolution of laser wavelength at the lo-
cation of the peak laser field amplitude from averaged Wigner-
Ville transform and (b) the evolution of peak laser normalized

vector potential obtained with a0 ∝
√
Iλ2 .

for different densities with the optimum at n0 = 2 ×
1018cm−3. It is observed that at the lower end of the opti-
mum density range (n0 = 9×1017cm−3, in red) the wave-
length change is slow and a jump in wavelength which
corresponds with a shock occurs only around 12.5mm,
where the laser has significantly depleted. On the other
hand, at the higher end of the optimum density range
(n0 = 5×1018cm−3, in green), the triggering of shock oc-
curs multiple times and rapidly depletes the laser pulse.

This is further demonstrated by the evolution of peak-
a0 in Fig.5(b) for different densities. At the lower density
end of optimum, the value of a0 increases too slowly and
for n0 = 9 × 1017cm−3 its average value over 20mm is
〈a0〉 = 5.4. At the higher density end of optimum, the
value of a0 initially increases too rapidly and falls to well-
below its initial value before 10mm, with the average
over 20mm being 〈a0〉 = 3.6. For the optimum density
at n0 = 2 × 1018cm−3 the average value of 〈a0〉 = 6.7,
which is quite comparable to the value arrived at in the
adjusted-a0 model of 7.4.

In the matched regime which is simulated here with
a0 ∼ 5 and w0 = 16.4µm (the matched parameters used
in the nonlinear envelope equation, eq.10 shows minimum

FIG. 6. On-axis line-out from 2D PIC simulations for n0 =
2×1018cm−3 which shows the formation of the optical shock in
the strongly mismatched regime. The on-axis laser transverse
electric field is in red. The plasma longitudinal field (blue
curve) is used to infer the bubble length which is seen to
undergo an increase. The electron density is in black.

envelope oscillations) the rate of wavelength change is
much slower than in the mismatched regime. The average
value of a0 in the matched regime over 20mm is much
lower in the matched regime at 〈a0〉 = 5.1 compared to
the optimum for the mismatched regime at 〈a0〉 = 6.7.

Here the wavelength is calculated from the Wigner-
Ville transform of the laser-field on-axis line-out. The
wavelength distribution function is averaged at each lon-
gitudinal location. The value of normalized vector poten-
tial a is calculated at each location from its dependence
on I〈λ〉2 and the peak value is used as a0.

B. Strong optical-shock excitation by laser slicing
and Bubble elongation

The triggering of an optical shock excitation is stud-
ied from the evolution dynamics of the laser envelope
in the strongly mismatched regime. In this regime, due
to the oscillations of the laser radial envelope each of the
asymmetric envelope-squeeze event drives the laser radial
envelope towards the matched spot-size. This causes a
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large surge in the peak laser field. It is observed that
each of the surge in the laser electric fields triggers an
optical shock excitation event.

βg = β−1
φ−las ' βg0

[
1 +

1

2γ2
g0β

2
g0

(
〈a⊥〉2 −

δn

n0

)]

βg0 =

√
1−

ω2
pe

ω2
0

, γg0 =
ω0

ωpe
(15)

The third-order perturbative expansion based rela-
tion for the laser pulse group velocity [29] in a quasi-
static plasma wake with local parameters of plasma
(δn(ξ, r)/n0) and laser (a(ξ, r)) dictates the local group
velocity as in eq.15 (ξ = cβg0t − z, is a coordinate that
co-propagates with the laser). This equation is used to
treat spatially-localized laser-plasma interaction, because
it handles group velocity βg(ξ, r) at each point in space
in the co-moving coordinate.

This relation in eq.15 is used to estimate a locally zero
group velocity condition shown in eq.16.

βg(ξ, r) = 0

1

2

(
δn

n0
− 〈a⊥〉2

)
' nc
n0

(16)

Though the zero local envelope velocity condition is a
mathematical construct because in this work the typical
initial plasma density is around nc/n0 ' 30, it does es-
sentially demonstrate that the group velocity of a pulse
in different parts of the wake significantly differs. It is
quite evident that if δn(ξ, r)→ nc when 〈a⊥(ξ, r)〉2 → 0,
then the local group velocity, βg(ξ, r) → 0. This im-
plies that a part of the envelope gets slowed down much
more in comparison to the rest of the pulse and thus
this part of the envelope is lost. This leads to “slicing of
the laser” into two distinct pulses under the conditions
above. It should also be noted that the βg(ξ, r)→ 0 im-
plies βφ−las(ξ, r)→∞ which means λlas(ξ, r)→∞. So,
an increase in the wavelength in a local region implies a
local reduction in the group velocity.

The time evolution of the on-axis laser field from PIC
simulations is shown for one such event in Fig.6 which
corresponds to the triggering of an optical shock at 21ps
and its formation based on the completion of slicing
at 25ps. A rapid increase in the laser wavelength for
n0 = 2×1018cm−3 is shown with the average wavelength
plotted in the Fig.5(a). Here around 21ps the laser wave-
length has rapidly jumped to 1.2µm, from the initially
launched value of 0.8µm.

The laser-plasma interaction dynamics that underlies
“laser slicing” is also seen in parameters other than the
on-axis dynamics in Fig.6. These parameters are the
radial intensity-FWHM in Fig.4(a), the laser field in
Fig.4(b), and the laser wavelength in Fig.5(a).

Fig.6 shows the laser-plasma interaction dynamics in
the front of the bubble. It is seen that at 17ps the wave-
length in the front of the wake, a region collocated with

max-δn/n0 (where the longitudinal ponderomotive force
is highest) begins to increase. This time also corresponds
to a rapid surge in the laser electric field and thus the
ponderomotive force rapidly increases. This also leads to
an increase in the max-δn/n0 at the laser head. At 21ps,
in the region of max-δn/n0 the wavelength has signifi-
cantly stretched. This corresponds to a rapid reduction
in the local group velocity. At 25ps, the laser envelope
is broken into two distinct regions separated by a long
wavelength, low group velocity cycle. These laser cy-
cles of long-wavelength low group-velocity lead to the
detachment of the head of the laser pulse from it and
the triggering of optical shock state. The duration of
the persistence of sliced laser is also the time where the
laser longitudinal ponderomotive force becomes largely
imbalanced with the radial ponderomotive force.

The large imbalance between the longitudinal and the
radial ponderomotive force is seen to have a direct effect
on the length and the radial envelope of the laser. The
bubble length is seen to grow much more than the bubble
radius. The bubble elongation driven by the large lon-
gitudinal ponderomotive force has a direct effect on the
peak longitudinal plasma field which grows to around -
800 GV/m at 25ps, as seen in Fig.4(b).

The bubble elongation that follows an optical shock
excitation also drives the self-injection of a large amount
of charge on to the bubble axis. Because the injection of
charge occurs when the laser is in the state of an optical
shock, the injected charge experiences much higher peak
plasma field and accelerates to peak energies in less than
a centimeter. The elongated bubble also has a longer
de-phasing length while it lasts in the elongated state.

The laser slicing process is also observed in the 3D
and 2.5D simulations of [3]. The slicing of laser is ev-
ident at 2.2ps as seen from the Wigner-Ville transform
and the corresponding on-axis line-outs in the Supple-
mentary Material. The bubble also starts to elongate
around 2.2ps driven by the optical shock as seen in the
evolution movies. This also shows good agreement with
the onset of the envelope squeeze phases obtained from
the solution of envelope equation eq.10 presented in Sup-
plementary Materials.

C. Properties of the beam injected by
strong optical-shock based self-injection

The properties of the accelerated electrons that are in-
jected by the novel strong “optical-shock” driven “bub-
ble elongation” extracted from the PIC simulations is
presented for parameters in [19]. In the strongly mis-
matched regime, the laser and the bubble properties crit-
ically depend upon the plasma density and the degree of
mismatch and thus the beam properties reflect this.

In Fig.7, the evolution of the peak Lorentz factor of
the accelerated electrons or indirectly the kinetic en-
ergy of the most energetic electrons is shown. It is
observed that the peak Lorentz factor clearly has two
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FIG. 7. Peak Lorentz factor (γp) evolution which corresponds
with the energy gain, ∆E compared for various densities and
to the matched regime, from 2.5D PIC simulations of the
strongly mismatched regime for laser energy EL = 10J.

FIG. 8. Beam root-mean-square (rms) transverse-size (in a)
and angular-size (in b) evolution with laser propagation dis-
tance at n0 = 2× 1018cm−3 from 2D PIC simulations.

distinct phases which are represented in the two differ-
ent slopes of the parabolic evolution of peak Lorentz
factor with the longitudinal dimension. The parabolic
shape is the characteristic of the integration over a lin-
early decreasing accelerating electric field magnitude as
the beam gains energy over the back half of the bubble

(∂γp/∂ξ ∝ e×E0
‖(1− ξ/RB(ξ, t)), where E0

‖ is the peak

field in the back of bubble).

The first energy-gain slope is observed until around
25ps. The energy gain of the first set of injected par-
ticles stops as they over-run the accelerating phase of
the wake due to bubble expansion. The second slope is
observed after 25ps (after optical shock driven injection
event around 24ps) where the peak Lorentz factor rises to
γp > 3000 for n0 = 1.5 − 3.0× 1018cm−3 and γp > 4000
for n0 ' 2 × 1018cm−3. The second energy gain slope
is much higher due to the larger peak plasma fields ex-
cited by the strong optical-shock. In the matched regime
(shown with a black dotted line), the maximum energy
gain is limited to less than 2GeV.

In Fig.8(a), the root-mean-square (rms) beam trans-
verse size and Fig.8(b), the root-mean square beam angle
that are plotted, correspond to optimum energy gain case
for n0 = 2 × 1018cm−3. There are two different metrics
which are plotted for both these parameters. These two
metrics are necessary because the accelerated electrons
are spread over a large volume of the full 6D phase-space
and it is hard to properly define σr and σθ. The first
metric adopted accounts all the particle with γ > 100
and second metric only looks at all the particles within
γ > 0.9 × γp. So, the second metric characterizes the
properties of the highest energy particles.

The rms-size in the y-direction for the component of
the beam with the highest energy particles (within 90%
of γp, where γp evolves as shown in Fig.7) is around
an average of 50 nm, through most of the evolution.
However, around the exit the beam transverse size is
closer to 100nm for the multi-GeV beam (γp ' 5500 for
n0 = 2 × 1018cm−3 at an interaction length of 20mm).
The rms-size in the y-direction for all the particles with
γ > 100 is on average around 3.5 µm.

The rms-angle (using
√
〈p2
y〉/〈p2

x〉 ≡
√
〈p2
⊥〉/〈p2

‖〉 ) for

the component of the beam containing the highest energy
particles is around 100 µrad. Whereas the rms-angle for
the particles with γ > 100 is on average around 80 mrad.

The estimated effective geometrical emittance for the
high-energy component of the beam is εp = rms-yp ×
rms-θp ' 10−5 mm-mrad. This corresponds with nor-
malized emittance εp−n = γp × εp = 0.04mm-mrad.

These observation of distinct properties of the particles
at the peak energy in comparison to all particle above 50
MeV points towards the adiabatic damping effect of the
geometrical emittance of particles as they undergo accel-
eration in the plasma. It is also of interest to note the
conservation of the emittance of the highest energy parti-
cles of the beam, which is seen in the anti-correlation be-
tween the rms-yp and rms-θp in Fig.8(a) and 8(b). Thus,
the multi-GeV component of the laser-plasma acceler-
ated beam in the strongly mismatched behaves like a
high-quality conventional particle beam.
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V. CONCLUSION

A strongly mismatched regime that underlies many
ground-breaking self-guided LPA experiments is modeled
for the first-time using theoretical and computational
analysis. The physical mechanisms that underpin the
laser evolution, beam injection and acceleration in this
regime are shown to significantly differ from the well es-
tablished perfectly matched regime model.

Two new signature physical processes of this regime,
optical shock excitation and bubble elongation, have been
investigated. The excitation of a strong optical-shock is
shown to lead to the second signature process of rapid
bubble elongation due to the longitudinal ponderomotive
force far exceeding the radial force. A novel self-injection

method due to bubble elongation is shown to inject a
high-quality beam on-axis with unique properties.

Therefore launching larger focal-spot laser pulses in the
strongly mismatched self-guiding regime based upon the
underlying acceleration mechanisms uncovered here is a
novel approach to produce high-energy beams with large
self-injected charge of high transverse quality and higher
overall laser to beam efficiency.

Electron beams of this type will be useful for future
work on laser positron acceleration and other applica-
tions that do not require a quasi-monoenergetic electron
beam.
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